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1. INTRODUCTION
All groups considered are finite and soluble.
The groups which are direct products of Hall subgroups corresponding
to pairwise disjoint sets of primes are a natural extension of the nilpotent
 groups. In 7, 8, and 9 the adequacy of this extension is shown in different
results. They provide the characterization of the classes of groups under
consideration through different properties of nilpotent type. The construc-
tion of the associated injectors should also be mentioned because of its
 analogy with the nilpotent injectors construction 15 . Here in this paper
we are concerned with the characterization of the mentioned classes of
groups as the subgroup-closed saturated formations F for which the set of
all F-subnormal subgroups of each group is a lattice. Thus these classes
of groups are called lattice formations.
The concept of F-subnormality and other extensions of classical embed-
ding properties for a subgroup arise in the framework of formation theory
 from 12 . Also, F-normal subgroups were defined, for a saturated forma-
 tion F. Originally this concept was restricted to maximal subgroups. In 6
an extension for arbitrary subgroups is introduced and studied. For F N,
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the class of the nilpotent groups, the classical concepts of subnormality
and normality are recovered. These F-normal subgroups possess other
interesting properties. In particular, F-subnormality is associated with
 F-normality in the obvious manner. In 11 a property of extensibility of a
saturated formation for F-normal subgroups through the Frattini subgroup
Ž Ž ..of the group is proved see Remark 4.11 1 . In addition, the subgroup-
closed saturated formations for which the set of F-normal subgroups is a
lattice are obtained. They are, to be exact, either N , the class of the
nilpotent -groups, or S , the class of the soluble -groups, for every set
Ž  .of primes  for details see 6 . The results in this sense differ from the
corresponding ones for F-subnormal subgroups. This motivates the study
in this paper. Moreover, F-normality fails to satisfy a natural property of
normality. This is the persistence in direct products; that is, if H is an
F-normal subgroup of a group G, then H is not F-normal in G X, in
general, for every group X.
The aim of this paper is to continue with the study of F-subnormality
and F-normality. More exactly, we introduce and study an alternative
definition of F-normality suggested by K. Doerk. We will call it F-
Dnormality. The new definition satisfies all of the mentioned desired
properties as the first one and also behaves well with respect to direct
products. Moreover, the main purpose of this paper is to prove that for a
subgroup-closed saturated formation F, the F-Dnormal subgroups form a
lattice in every group if and only if the F-subnormal subgroups verify the
same property, that is, exactly for lattice formations. The coherence
   between F-Dnormality and F-subnormality is also shown in 2 and 3 . In
these papers F-Fitting classes, for a lattice formation F, are defined in a
natural way by closure properties involving F-subnormal subgroups. Exam-
ples of different nature are shown and the desired behavior of the
associated injectors, regarding F-subnormal subgroups, is obtained. In this
context F-Dnormality can be used to substitute F-subnormality in the
same way as normality substitutes subnormality in Fitting classes.
The new definition of F-Dnormality motivates the concepts of p-F-
Dnormality and of p-F-subnormality, for every prime p in the character-
  Žistic of F. In 4 the adequacy of these concepts is shown. The choice of
the term p-F-Dnormal instead of p-F-Dnormal is because of its relation
 .with reduction of Hall p-subgroups; for details see 4 .
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
 Our notation is standard and taken from 13 . In particular,  denotes
the set of all prime numbers. If , then   denotes    , the
complementary set of  in . For a group G and a subgroup H of G,
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Ž .   4 Ž  .  G denotes the set p : p diides G ,  G : H denotes p : p
 4 ² G: ² g :diides G : H , and H denotes H : gG , the normal closure of
H in G. For a natural number n, Z denotes the cyclic group of order n. Nn
denotes the class of all nilpotent groups, S the class of all soluble groups,
and S the class of all soluble -groups, where  is a set of primes.
The following result is frequently used.
Ž  .LEMMA 2.1 See 13, B, Corollary 10.7 . Let G be a group with a unique
minimal normal subgroup M, where M is a q-group, with q a prime number. If
p is a prime distinct from q, then G has a faithful irreducible representation
oer  , the finite field of p elements.p
 For a group G and a G-module V over  , the group V G is always thep
semidirect product with respect to the action of G on V.
We gather next some more results needed in the paper.
  Ž .LEMMA 2.2 13, A, Lemma 7.9 . Let A, B, C	G with C	N B andG
b Ž .B
 C 1. If b B and A	 C
 C , then b C A .B
Ž .F will always denote a saturated formation. Then we write F LF f
to mean that F is the saturated formation locally defined by a formation
function f. The unique integrated and full formation function defining F,
that is, the canonical local definition of F, is denoted by F. The smallest
local definition of F is denoted by f. The characteristic of a class X of
Ž .  4groups is char X  p : Z  X .p
  Ž .PROPOSITION 2.3 13, IV, Proposition 3.16 . Let F LF F and let C
be one of the closure operations S, S , or N and assume that F C F. Thenn 0
Ž . Ž .F p  C F p for all p.
Ž .A saturated formation F, with char F   , is called a lattice formation
 4if there exists a partition  of  such that F is locally defined by thei i I
Ž .formation function f given by f p  S , if p  and i I, and ii
Ž .f q , the empty formation, if q  .
In this case, for a prime p  , the set of primes  such that p i i
Ž .will be identified also as  p .
Ž .If F is a lattice formation and p  char F , then
Ž .  Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž .i If p  1, then F p  S and f p  1 .p
Ž .  Ž .  Ž . Ž .ii If p  2, then F p  f p  S . In particular, for a Ž p.
F Ž p. f Ž p.  Ž p.Ž . Ž   .group G, G G O G . See 6, Remark 3.6 .
Whenever F is a lattice formation the above notation will be assumed.
 LEMMA 2.4 7, Lemma 3.2 . Let F be a lattice formation with 
Ž .char F . Then a group G belongs to F if and only if G is a soluble -group
with a normal Hall  -subgroup, for eery i I.i
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We recall next the previous definitions of F-normality, for a saturated
formation F, and also the definition of F-subnormality.
 DEFINITION 2.5 13, IV, Definition 5.5 & IV, Definition 5.12 . A maxi-
mal subgroup M of a group G is said to be F-normal in G if
Ž . Ž .  MCore M  F p , where p is the prime dividing G : M .G
A subgroup H of a group G is said to be F-subnormal in G if either
HG or there exists a chain HH H   H G such thatn n1 0
H is an F-normal maximal subgroup of H , for every i 0, . . . , n 1.i1 i
 DEFINITION 2.6 6, Definition 3.1 . A subgroup H of a group G is said
Ž . Ž .to be F-normal in G if either HG or HCore H  f p , for everyG
Ž  .prime p  G : H .
In spite of the good behavior of Definition 2.6 as a normality extension,
note that F-normal subgroups are not necessarily persistent in direct
Ž .products. Consider for instance G Sym 3 , the symmetric group of
Ž . Ž .degree 3, and the saturated formation F LF F  LF f locally defined
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .by F 2  F 3  S  f 2  f 3 and f p  1 , for every prime p2, 34
2, 3. It is clear that the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are F-normal in G but
they are not F-normal in G Z .5
The subgroup-closed saturated formations for which the set of all
Ž .F-normal subgroups is a lattice or a join-semilattice for every group are
 described in 6, Theorem 3.12 . For F-subnormal subgroups the corre-
sponding saturated formations are not the same.
 THEOREM 2.7 7, Theorem 3.5 . Let F be a subgroup-closed saturated
formation. Then the set of all F-subnormal subgroups is a lattice for eery
group if and only if F is a lattice formation.
 In 10, Theorem 1 the following characterization of F-subnormal sub-
groups is obtained.
THEOREM 2.8. Let F be a subgroup-closed saturated formation contain-
ing N. For a subgroup H of a group G the following conditions are equialent:
Ž .1 H is F-subnormal in G.
Ž . ² x:F2 From xG and x H, H , it follows that xH.
 LEMMA 2.9 14, Lemma 1.1 . Let F be a subgroup-closed saturated
formation. If H is an F-subnormal subgroup of a group G and H	 K	G,
then H is F-subnormal in K.
 In 9, Theorem 2 the following result is obtained.
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THEOREM 2.10. Let F be a subgroup-closed saturated formation contain-
ing N. Then the following statements are equialent:
Ž .1 F is a lattice formation.
Ž .2 If H and K are two F-subnormal subgroups of a group G, then
² :F ² F F :H, K  H , K .
Finally, for a Sylow p-subgroup G of a group G and a subgroup H ofp
G, G H means that G reduces in H, that is, G 
H is a Sylowp p p
p-subgroup of H.
3. F-DNORMAL SUBGROUPS
We introduce now a new definition of F-normality. In order to distin-
Ž .guish it from the old one Definition 2.6 , we will call the new concept
F-Dnormality.
  Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 3.1 K. Doerk . a For a prime p  char F , a
Ž  .subgroup H of a group G is said to be p-F-Dnormal in G, if  G : H
  and
p f Ž p.H , H 	H ,G
p ² Ž . :where H  G  Syl G : G H . In this case we write H p-F-DnG.G p p p
Ž .b A subgroup H of a group G is said to be F-Dnormal in G if H is
Ž .p-F-Dnormal in G, for every p  char F . We write H F-DnG.
Ž .Remark 3.2. 1 A subgroup H of a group G is F-Dnormal in G, if
Ž . Ž  .and only if H is p-F-Dnormal in G, for every p char F 
  G : H .
Ž .2 Let H be a subgroup of a group G. For a prime p  , H
f Ž p. x p²Ž . : Ž  .p-F-DnG if and only if H : xH 	H and  G : H   . InG
 particular, if G : H is a p-number, then H p-F-DnG if and only if
f Ž p. G²Ž . :H 	H.
Ž .3 A subgroup H of a group G is normal in G if and only if H is
N-Dnormal in G.
Ž .4 If G is a saturated formation containing F, it is known that
Ž . Ž .  f p  g p 13, Section IV, Proposition 3.11 , for every prime p. Then the
F-Dnormal subgroups are G-Dnormal subgroups.
In particular, if N F, the normal subgroups are F-Dnormal subgroups.
ŽThe hypothesis N F cannot be dispensed with. Consider for instance
.F S and the subgroup Z in Z  Z .2 2 2 3
Ž .5 It is not difficult to prove that for a maximal subgroup M of a
Ž .group G, Definitions 2.5, 2.6, and 3.1 b are equivalent.
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Ž .6 Clearly, an F-normal subgroup of a group is F-Dnormal in the
group, but the converse is not true. The example after Definition 2.6
Ž .demonstrates this. Note that F is a lattice formation of full characteristic.
We collect next some elementary properties of p-F-Dnormality and
F-Dnormality.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G be a group, H	 K	G, NG, and p
Ž .char F   . Then:
Ž .1 If H p-F-DnG and T is a -group, then H p-F-DnG T.
Ž .2 If H p-F-DnG, then HNN p-F-DnGN and H p-F-DnK.
Ž .3 If HNN p-F-DnGN, then HN p-F-DnG.
Clearly all these statements are also true if we exchange p-F-Dnormal with
F-Dnormal.
p p Ž . pProof. It is not difficult to prove that H 	H  T , HNNGT G GN
H p NN, and H p	H p. The result is now easily deduced.G K G
The first desired relation with F-subnormality is given in the following
results.
LEMMA 3.4. Eery F-Dnormal subgroup of G is F-subnormal in G.
Proof. Let H be an F-Dnormal subgroup of G and let N be a
minimal normal subgroup of G. Arguing by induction on the order of G,
we can assume that HN is F-subnormal in G.
Ž .Since H is F-Dnormal in HN by Proposition 3.3 2 , if HNG then H
is F-subnormal in HN and also in G.
If GHN, then H is a maximal subgroup of G. Hence H is F-subnor-
mal in G.
Ž .Taking into account Remark 3.2 5 and Lemma 3.4, the following result
is easily deduced.
PROPOSITION 3.5. For a subgroup H of a group G, the following state-
ments are equialent:
Ž .1 H is F-subnormal in G.
Ž .2 There exists a chain HH 	H 	  	H G such that H1 2 n i
F-DnH , for eery i 1, . . . , n 1.i1
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4. LATTICE PROPERTIES OF F-DNORMAL SUBGROUPS
 Ž .The example in 6, Remark 3.7 ii is also valid in our case to show that
the join of two F-Dnormal subgroups of a group is not in general
ŽF-Dnormal in the group. In the example F is the saturated formation of
.all 2-nilpotent groups.
Analogously, in general the intersection of F-Dnormal subgroups of a
group is not F-Dnormal in the group. For instance, take again F S S ,2  2
the saturated formation of all 2-nilpotent groups. Consider the group
  Ž . Ž .G V Sym 3 , where V is an irreducible and faithful Sym 3 -module5 5
Ž .over  and Sym 3 denotes the symmetric group of degree three. Let X5
 4  4be a 3, 5 -Hall subgroup of G and let Y be a 2, 3 -Hall subgroup of G. It
is clear that X and Y are F-Dnormal subgroups of G but X
 Y is not
F-Dnormal in G.
In order to obtain our main results we need some previous ones.
PROPOSITION 4.1. If F is a lattice formation and H and K are F-subnor-
mal subgroups of a group G, then
² :F Ž p. ² F Ž p. F Ž p.:H , K  H , K , p char F .Ž .
Proof. We split the proof into the following cases.
Case 1. Assume first that N F.
Arguing by induction on the order of G, we may assume that G
² : F ² F F :H, K because of Lemma 2.9. We know that G  H , K by Theo-
rem 2.10.
Assume that G F  1. Then there exists a minimal subgroup N of G
F ² F F : ² F Ž p. F Ž p.: F Ž p.such that N	G  H , K 	 H , K 	G . The result fol-
lows easily by induction from the corresponding one in GN.
If G belongs to F, then G is the direct product of its Hall subgroups
corresponding to the partition of the sets of primes defining F, and the
F Ž p.  Ž p.Ž .same is true for H and K. Taking into account that G O G is
Ž .the Hall  p -subgroup of G, the result is easily deduced.
Ž .Case 2. Assume that car F  .
Ž .Consider the lattice formation G LF G with canonical local defini-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tion given by G p  F p , if p  , and by G q  S , if q  . Since 
F-subnormal subgroups are also G-subnormal subgroups, the result is
easily deduced by Case 1.
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Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2. Let F be a lattice formation and p  char F .
For a subgroup H of a group G, the following statements are equialent:
Ž .1 H is p-F-Dnormal in G.
p f Ž p.Ž . Ž . Ž  .2 H 	N H and  G : H   .G G
Ž . Ž .Proof. It is clear that 2 implies 1 .
Ž . Ž .Assume now that H is p-F-Dnormal in G. If f p  1 , then the
f Ž p.Ž . Ž . Ž .statement 2 holds. Otherwise f p  F p  S and H  Ž p.
 Ž p.Ž . ² Ž . Ž .:O H  H : H  Syl H , q  p . By the hypothesis, we canq q q
x Ž .deduce that H 	H, for every Sylow q-subgroup H of H, q  p , andq q
xH p. But this implies that H x is again a Sylow q-subgroup of H andG q
x f Ž p. p f Ž p.obviously H 	H . Then H normalizes H .q G
Ž .COROLLARY 4.3. Let F be a lattice formation with  char F . For a
subgroup H of a group G, the following statements are equialent:
Ž .1 H is F-Dnormal in G;
p f Ž p.Ž . Ž . Ž  .2 H 	N H , p  and  G : H   ;G G
p f Ž p.Ž . Ž . Ž  . Ž  .3 H 	N H , p  G : H and  G : H   .G G
We gather some more properties of F-Dnormal subgroups.
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.4. Let F be a lattice formation with  char F . Let H
be an F-Dnormal subgroup of a group G. Then,
Ž . p Ž qŽ .. Ž .1 H 	N O H , for eery q  p and p  . In particular,G G
p Ž  iŽ ..H 	N O H , for eery set of primes  in the partition of  defining FG G i
such that p  .i
Ž . Ž .2 There exists G , a Hall  p -subgroup of G such that G 	 Ž p.  Ž p.
Ž  Ž p.Ž .. Ž .  4 pŽ .N O H . In particular, if  p  p , then O H G.G 
Ž . Ž .3 If G is a Hall  p -subgroup of G which reduces in H, then Ž p.
G permutes with H. Ž p.
Ž .Proof. 1 Argue as in the proof of Proposition 4.2, taking into ac-
qŽ . ² Ž .:  iŽ .count that O H  H : H  Syl H . Finally, note that O H q q q
qŽ . Ž .Ł O H and  
  p .q ii
Ž .2 It is enough to consider G Ł G such that G is a Ž p. q Ž p. q q
Ž .Sylow q-subgroup of G which reduces in H, for every prime q  p . If
Ž  .q  , then q  G : H , because H is F-Dnormal and G 	H. Nowq
Ž .the first statement follows from 1 .
Ž .  4In particular, if  p  p there exists a Hall p-subgroup of G such
Ž pŽ ..that G 	N O H . Now, if G is a Sylow p-subgroup of G whichp G p
Ž . Ž pŽ ..reduces in H , then G 	 N H 	 N O H . Consequently,p G G
pŽ .O H GG G .p p
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Ž .3 Note that G Ł G , with G a Sylow r-subgroup of G Ž p. r Ž p. r r
Ž .which reduces in H, for every r  p . Since H is F-Dnormal, we have
Ž  Ž p.Ž ..that G 	N O H . Then Ž p. G
G HG H O Ž p. H G O Ž p. HŽ . Ž . Ž p.  Ž p.  Ž p.  Ž p.
O Ž p. H G HG ,Ž .  Ž p.  Ž p.
Ž .where H is the Hall  p -subgroup of H such that H 	G . Ž p.  Ž p.  Ž p.
THEOREM 4.5. Let F be a subgroup-closed saturated formation with
Ž . char F . Assume that the join of two F-Dnormal subgroups of G is an
F-Dnormal subgroup of G, for eery group G. Then F is a lattice formation.
Proof. We split the proof into several steps.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Step 1. If f p  1 for a prime p, then f p  F p .
 Proof. Argue as in the proof of 6, Theorem 3.12, Step 1 with obvious
changes involving the definition of F-Dnormality.
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Step 2. If p char f q for some primes p and q, then f p  1 .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Assume that f p  1 . Let t be the smallest natural number
t Ž Ž . .such that p divides q  1. Take P . . . Z  Z . . .  Z to be anp p p
 Ž .   iterated regular wreath product of copies of Z such that GL t, q  P .pp
Ž .Since Z P has order p, P has a unique minimal normal subgroup, say N.
Consequently, there exists an irreducible and faithful P-module V , overq
  Ž  . . We claim that N is F-Dnormal in X V P. Note that  X : N q q
 4 Ž . Ž .p, q  char F and N is q-F-Dnormal because Z  f q . On the otherp
hand, if X  P x, for some x V , is a Sylow p-subgroup of X whichp q
x Ž .reduces in N, then N	 P
 P  C x by Lemma 2.2. Consequently,P
x x f Ž p.X  P centralizes NN and X normalizes N . Hence N is alsop p
p-F-Dnormal in X.
We can take an irreducible N-submodule W of V and yW such thatq
  ² y: ² y:y, N  1. Then N N, N 	WN and clearly N, N WN. More-
² y:over, N, N is F-Dnormal in X by the hypothesis. Since P reduces in
Ž . Ž .WN and we are assuming that f p  1 , we have that P normalizes WN.
Ž .Therefore P normalizes W, which implies that W V . But dim W  t.q q
Ž .Hence P is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL t, q , which contradicts the
choice of P.
For the proof of the following steps take into account Step 1 and Step 2.
 Then argue as in 7, Proof of Theorem 3.3, Steps 14 , but checking that
F-subnormality can be replaced by F-Dnormality to obtain the correspond-
ing result.
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Ž . Ž .Step 3. For each prime number p such that f p  1 , every primitive
Ž Ž ..group G F
 b f p is cyclic.
Ž Ž ..Step 4. If p and q are prime numbers and q char f p , then
Ž Ž ..p char f q .
Ž Ž ..Step 5. If p and q are prime numbers and q char f p , then
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..char f q  char f p .
Ž Ž ..Step 6. If p and q are prime numbers and p char f q , then
Ž .S  f q .p
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Step 7. If f p  1 for a prime p, and char f p   , then F p 
Ž .f p  S .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By Step 1, we have that f p  F p  S because F p is
subgroup-closed. Consider now a group G in S . If G is a q-group, for
Ž .  Ž . some prime number q, then G f p by Step 6. Assume that  G  2
 and let X V G be the semidirect product of a faithful G-module V ,p p
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..over  , with G. If r, l  X   char f p , then char f r p
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .char f p  char f l and f r  F r and f l  F l by Step 5 and
Ž .Step 1. Consequently, S  f l by Step 6. This implies that every Sylowr
Ž .r-subgroup of G, for every prime r  G , is F-Dnormal in X. By the
Ž .hypothesis, we have that G is F-Dnormal in X. Therefore G f p , and
we are done.
THEOREM 4.6. If F is a lattice formation containing N, then the join of
two F-Dnormal subgroups of G is an F-Dnormal subgroup of G, for eery
group G.
Proof. Assume that the result is not true and let G be a counterexam-
Ž .ple of minimal order. We choose a pair H, K of subgroups of G in the
Ž . ² : 4set A, B : A, B F-Dnormal G but A, B not F-Dnormal in G with
   H  K maximal. The group has the following properties:
Ž .1 K does not normalize H.
² :Assume that H H, K HK. If G is a Sylow p-subgroup of Gp
which reduces in HK , for some prime p, then G reduces in H and also inp
K a, for some element aHK. Since H and K a are F-Dnormal subgroups
a Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .of G, we have that G normalizes HK HK if f p  1 . If f p  1 ,p
f Ž p . a f Ž p . F Ž p . a F Ž p .Ž² Ž . :. Ž² Ž . :.then G 	 N H , K  N H , K p G G
Ž² a:F Ž p.. ŽŽ a.F Ž p..N H, K N HK , by Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.2.G G
Then HK is F-Dnormal in G, which is a contradiction.
Ž . ² x: ² :2 H, H is F-Dnormal in G, for every x H, K .
 ² : ² x:Assume that the set C x H, K : H, H is not F-Dnormal in
4 ² x: G is nonempty. Choose x C such that H, H is minimal. Denote
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² x: Ž .R H, H . We claim that N H is a proper subgroup of R. Other-R
x ² x:wise, we could argue as above to obtain that RHH  H, H is
F-Dnormal in G.
² x: ² y: Ž .Note that R H, H  H, H for every y R N H . Other-R
² y: ² x:wise, we would have H H, H  H, H . Now by the choices of the
Ž . ² :element x and the pair H, K , we could deduce that H, K 
² y :H, H , K is F-Dnormal in G, a contradiction.
Let M be a maximal subgroup of R containing H. If there exists
² m:mM such that m does not normalize H, then R H, H 	M, a
Ž .contradiction. Hence MN H is the unique maximal subgroup of RR
containing H.
If RF is not a subgroup of M, then there exists an element t RF such
² t: ² t:Fthat R H, H . Therefore t H, H . But H is F-subnormal in G
by Lemma 3.4. Consequently, Theorem 2.8 implies that tH and so
H R, a contradiction. This means that RF 	M and M is an F-Dnormal
subgroup of R.
 Take y R M and let p be the prime number dividing R : M .
 For every prime number q dividing G : R , we claim that R is q-F-
Dnormal in G; that is, R is F-Dnormal in G, which provides a contradic-
Ž .tion and proves 2 . We distinguish the following cases.
Ž .Case a p q . Let G be a Sylow p-subgroup of G which reduces inp
Ž  .  4R. Since  R : M  p and HM, we have that G reduces in H andp
y ² y:also in H . The p-F-Dnormality of R H, H follows from the
F-Dnormality of H, as above.
Ž .Case b q p .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b.1 q  p . In this case, f p  F p  F q  f q . Note that
f Ž p. Ž  .H R, because H is F-normal in G, H is normal in M, and  R : M
 4 F Ž p. ² F Ž p. Ž y.F Ž p.: F Ž p. p . Consequently, R  H , H H .
Let G be a Sylow q-subgroup of G which reduces in R. There exists anq
element r R such that G reduces in H r. Since H r is F-Dnormal in G,q
ŽŽ r .F Žq.. Ž F Žq.. Ž F Žq..we have that G 	N H N H N R . Then R isq G G G
q-F-Dnormal in G.
Ž . Ž .b.2 q  p . If G is a Sylow q-subgroup of G which reduces inq
qŽ . F Ž p.R, then G reduces in H because H is normal in M and O R 	 Rq
	M. As above, the F-Dnormality of H implies the q-F-Dnormality of
² y:R H, H .
Ž . Ž .Henceforth the property 2 holds. By the property 1 we can take
Ž x: ² x:x K such that H H, H and H, H is F-Dnormal in G. By the
Ž . ² x : ² :choice of the pair H, K , we have that H, H , K  H, K is F-
Dnormal in G, which provides the final contradiction.
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THEOREM 4.7. If F is a lattice formation, then the join of two F-Dnormal
subgroups of G is an F-Dnormal subgroup of G, for eery group G.
Proof. Let G be the lattice formation containing N locally defined by
Ž . Ž .the formation function G given by G p  F p , for every p 
Ž . Ž .char F and G q  S , if q  . 
Let H and K be two F-Dnormal subgroups in G. Clearly, H and K are
² :G-Dnormal in G. By Theorem 4.6, H, K is G-Dnormal in G. Since
Ž  ² : . ² : G: H, K   , H, K is F-Dnormal in G.
Now Corollary 4.3 can be improved by using Theorem 4.7 in the
following way.
THEOREM 4.8. For a lattice formation F and a subgroup H of a group G,
the following statements are equialent:
Ž .i H is F-Dnormal in G.
p f Ž p.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž  . Ž .ii O G 	N H for eery p  G : H   char F .G
Ž . Ž .Proof. It is clear that ii implies i .
Ž . Ž .Suppose that i does not imply ii . Take G to be a group of minimal
order among the groups having F-Dnormal subgroups which do not satisfy
Ž .ii . Choose an F-Dnormal subgroup H of G of maximal order not
Ž .satisfying ii .
Note that H cannot be maximal in G, and let M be a maximal
 4 Ž  .F-Dnormal subgroup of G containing H. Let p   G : M . Take
Ž  .q  G : H and distinguish the following cases:
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .1  p  p . In the case q p, we know by Proposition 4.4 2
pŽ . pŽ . pthat O H G. Then O G H and the result for p q follows byG
Proposition 4.2.
Ž . Ž . qŽ .Assume q p. Since f p  1 , M is normal in G and O G 
qŽ .O M 	M. Then the result for q in this case follows because of the
choice of G.
Ž .  Ž .  Ž . qŽ . F Ž p.2 p  2. If q  p , again O G 	G 	M and this
case is solved as above.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Assume q  p and q p. Note that Syl M  Syl G and con-q q
sider GMG , where G is a Sylow p-subgroup of G which reduces inp p
Ž . x Ž .H. Now, if G  Syl G , then G M for some M  Syl M andq q q q q q
f Žq.Ž .xG . By the choice of G, we have that M 	N H . Moreover, inp q G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .this case f q  F q  F p  f p . Then the F-Dnormality of H in G
f Žq.Ž .implies that G 	N H . Therefore the result holds for the prime qp G
under consideration.
Ž F Ž p.. Ž .Consider now the case q p. We claim that N H 	N H .M M
Ž F Ž p.. ² x:Assume that there exists xN H such that H H, H 	M. ByM
² x:Theorem 4.7 we have that H, H is F-Dnormal in G. The choice of H
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Ž² x:F Ž p.. Ž .implies that G 	N H, H for every G  Syl G , since pp G p p
Ž  ² x: . ² x:F Ž p. ² F Ž p. Ž F Ž p.. x: G : H, H . But H, H  H , H , by Proposition
pŽ . Ž F Ž p..4.1. Consequently, O G 	N H . Hence the subgroup H verifiesG
Ž .ii , which is a contradiction.
  pŽ . pIf p does not divide H , then O G H and Proposition 4.2 wouldG
pŽ .provide the final contradiction. Then we can assume that O H  1.
pŽ . Ž  .We are going to prove that O H M. For each r  M : H , take
Ž . Ž F Ž p..M to be a Sylow r-subgroup of M. If r  p , then M 	N H 	r r M
p f Ž r .Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .N H 	N O H . Assume that r  p . We have M 	N H .M M r M
Ž . Ž . Ž pŽ .. Ž . Ž .If f r  1 , then M 	N O H . Consider the case f r  F r r M
p f Ž r .Ž . Ž . ² Ž .:S . Since  r  p, O H  H : H  Syl H 	H . It is clear Ž r . p p p
Ž pŽ .. pŽ .now that M 	N O H , which finally provides O H M.r M 
pŽ .Now note that every Sylow p-subgroup G of G reduces in O Hp
because it reduces in M. But then G also reduces in H; that is,p
pŽ . pO G H . Proposition 4.2 and the above cases under considerationG
provide the final contradiction which proves the theorem.
THEOREM 4.9. Let F be a lattice formation. Then the intersection of two
F-Dnormal subgroups of a group G is an F-Dnormal subgroup of G.
Proof. We argue by induction on the order of G. Let H and K be two
F-Dnormal subgroups of G.
Ž  . Ž .First of all note that  G : H
 K  char F , because H and K are
F-subnormal in G and H
 K is also F-subnormal in G by 7, Theo-
rem 3.5 .
If G F, it is easily deduced that H
 K is F-normal in G, taking into
Ž .account the structure of G see Lemma 2.4 .
Suppose that G does not belong to F. If H and K are maximal
subgroups, then 1G F 	H
 K. By inductive hypothesis, Proposition
Ž . Ž .3.3 2 , and Proposition 3.3 3 , we have that H
 K is F-Dnormal in G.
Assume that there exists an F-Dnormal maximal subgroup M of G
containing H and K. We claim that H
 K is F-Dnormal in G.
We can consider H
 K F-Dnormal in M by inductive hypothesis. Let
Ž  .    p  G : M . Since p divides G : H and G : K , it follows from Theo-
p f Ž p. f Ž p. pŽ .  Ž . Žrem 4.8 that O G normalizes H and K . Then O G , H

f Ž p. p f Ž p. p f Ž p..   Ž .   Ž . K 	 O G , H 
 O G , K 	 H 
 K . In particular,
p f Ž p.Ž . Ž .O G normalizes H
 K .
Ž  . Ž .Let q  G : H
 K . Assume first that q  p , q p. It is clear
Ž  .that q  M : H
 K and GMG , with G a Sylow p-subgroup ofp p
G. If G is a Sylow q-subgroup of G, then G M x, for some Sylowq q q
q-subgroup M of M and some xG . We recall that H
 K is F-q p
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Dnormal in M. Taking into account that f p  F p  F q  f q and
x f Žq.Ž .Theorem 4.8, we have that G M normalizes H
 K .q q
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Ž . qŽ . F Ž p.Consider the case q  p . Then O G 	G 	M. Again by the
q f Žq.Ž . Ž .inductive hypothesis, it follows that O G normalizes H
 K .
In any case, since H and K are F-subnormal in G, there exist L and1
L two F-Dnormal maximal subgroups of G containing H and K , respec-2
tively. Then L 
 L and H are F-Dnormal subgroups of G contained in1 2
Ž .L . By the above case, we have that H
 L H
 L 
 L is F-1 2 1 2
Ž .Dnormal in G. But again H
 K H
 L 
 K is F-Dnormal in G,2
because H
 L and K are F-Dnormal subgroups contained in L .2 2
As a consequence of Theorems 4.5, 4.7, and 4.9 we have the following
result.
COROLLARY 4.10. For a subgroup-closed saturated formation F, the
following statements are pairwise equialent:
Ž .i F is a lattice formation.
Ž .ii The set of all F-Dnormal subgroups is a join-semilattice for eery
group.
Ž .iii The set of all F-Dnormal subgroups is a lattice for eery group.
Ž .  Remark 4.11. 1 In 11, Theorem 3.5 , the following result is obtained:
‘‘Let F be a saturated formation, G a soluble group, and H an F-normal
subgroup of G. Assume that there exists a normal subgroup M of G such
Ž .that M	H
 G and HM F. Then H F.’’
The same result is true also for F-Dnormal subgroups instead of just for
F-normal subgroups. The proof follows with techniques and arguments
 similar to those used in the proofs of Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.7 in 11
Ž   .For details see 1, Teorema 1.62 .
Ž . 2 The results obtained in 5, Theorem; 9, Theorem 1; 9, Theorem 2;
and 8, Theorem 1 provide different characterizations of the lattice forma-
tions and related formations in terms of properties of nilpotent type
involving F-subnormal subgroups. The same results are true also for either
F-normal subgroups or F-Dnormal subgroups instead of just for F-subnor-
mal subgroups.
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